North Dakota State University
Observation Date: March 3, 2006 12pm - 1pm
For my research place I choose the lounge on the main floor where everyone comes to
take their break between classes and to study before the next class. I took for my spot of
observation a nice chair in the corner where I could see everyone that walks by or that comes in
takes a load of off their feet. Right now the construction is going on so it takes up some of the
viewing areas. It has a variety of chairs and a few couches. They have a few coffee tables and
one main table with normal chairs for people to lay out their homework. It is kinda like a library
setting but with a hallway that people walk by at all times. GOOD ON DESCRIBING THE
SETTING.
Popular culture is all around at the NDSU campus. While sitting there I noticed that the
trend of the Ipod has become huge. It almost looks like a Ipod commercial. You will see a few
that just have the normal mp3 player but it doesn’t seem to often. The ipod trend everyone has
fallen into. SO IT WOULD SEEM FOR FOLKS UNDER 30 YEARS OF AGE. Then you have
their clothing and the majority is the Aeropostale and American Eagle. That is the nicer looking
clothes that don’t cost you a arm and a leg. Abercrombie and some other stores that price there
stores higher you don’t see as much. Here at NDSU I notice everyone is in blue jeans and they
are wearing some type of sweatshirt underneath the parka with the backpack on top. You don’t
see shorts in Fargo until the end of April otherwise we would start a new trend of showing of the
pasty white legs. SO NOTED! Everyone is kinda in a zone doing their normal routine of going to
class or coming down to the tables or chairs. The first thing people are doing are taking out the
cell phone and either calling someone or text messaging them. YET, ARE THEY REALLY
SAYING ANYTHING IMPORTANT, EH?
Thinking about the culture at the two other schools I would see them to be very similar.
The ipod trend has hit all colleges. YES. Clothing UND and NDSU I see being pretty identical
except for the fact that its 10% colder there so maybe an extra layer. Mayville I would assume
that its close but maybe not as much Abercrombie and the fancier stores since they don’t have
them to go to on a regular day and go buy at discount prices. QUITE LIKELY BUT NOT
NECESSARILY. American Eagle and those stores are always lower prices so it is easier to shop
at. Cell phones at the Und and NDSU sites would again be close and at Mayville would be up in
that they don’t have as many kids so they might not have the random friend walk by. But again
due to the smaller number they may know a lot more people. So throughout the three colleges. It
would have a familiar atmosphere. SO I HAVE OBSERVED PERSONALLY.
Popular culture here at ndsu [CAPITALIZE, PLEASE.] is behind. We don’t have the
resources such as a big city. SO NOTED. Music is a big thing you can go to a big city and here
a song and you will not here that song in fargo for a few months. Fashion for Fargo is also slow
in where people in lager cities start it then it makes it way on TV and then we see it and start
doing it. At NDSU I see a lot of class B towns come here and they see it as a culture shock. Just
by seeing that makes you belive [BELIEVE] that North Dakota has a step below other states.
DEFINITELY ON THE RIGHT TRACK WITH YOUR WORK.
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